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Gentlemen:

River Bend Station - Unit 1
. DKLsLNtLSh358

Enclosed is Gulf States Utilities Company's Annual Report pursuant to
10CFR50.59(b)(2). This report describes facility changes, Proceduie changes,
test and experimema from March 1,1991, to March 1,1992. These chan;es are
incimled in Revision 5 to the River Bend Station Updated Safety Analysis Report

[ which was submitted to the staff pursm.nt to 10CFR$0.71(c) on August 25,1992.

The changes are organized generally by ascending LCN/Scdion number. If you
, have any questions concerning this n port or require additional information, please

6 contact Mr. leif Dietrich of my staff at (504) 381-4866.
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ChaB%t.N1!ntherlDiAlUiniin9: LCN 3.10A-1 /Tahic 3.10A-1
(Page 5 of 16)

IkMriptlu!Ulmklh2A LfutChittigo:I

This change was made 10 clarify the seismic classifuation of the emergency diesel generator
staring air dryers. The above referer si ttble in the USAlt stated that these dryers required
dynamic testir g to verify schmie loaoing capabilities. USAR Table 3.21 which identif;es
classifications of components correctly stated that the air start dryers were non nuclear safety
widi no seismic category applicable. The US AR is tving modified to correct the discrepancy
between these two sections.

SmumtrL91.StftlyluthMillDD: m

This change to the classification of the emergency diese: genemtor air start dryers w as made to
correct conHicting information in the USAR. The air dryers in question have been determined ;

to be outside the boundary of the accident analysis and therefoce ennuot increase the probability
of any previously analyzed accident. These components have been evalualed to be perfonning
a nonseirmically qualified role and therefore ne new accidents are cwated by this change.
There is no impact to any safety related componems or structures in the area and as such the ,

probability of a n:alfunction of components important to safety is not increawd. Therefore this )
change has been evaluated tu not create an unwviewed safety question.

ChaustEuntherWMlLSett|9n: LCN 4.6 23 / Figure 4.6 5a

Unttbtl9tuttttLDuh.19r.Chans
.

This change removed the pressure compensitieg piston o ' spring from recirculation pump seal -

injection control valves Cil-FCVD012 A nnd B. :D needle vahe, normally used to adjust
flow, will remain closed under administratise control. The internal pressure compensation part
of the valves will serve os the Cow path, in conjunction with existing line orifices, ta limit seal
purge flow to the range of approximately .1-7 gpm.

<

b WlilW L O[.Mi!IllLIhlthliOj0F

The recirculation pumps are desiomi to operate without an extemal source of seal injection
Also, faihire of the seal hijection tsw control valve in the wete open position will not adversely
af'ect the pumps according to manufacturer specifications. The needle salve has been tagged
closcJ per administmtive controis to prevent unneo:ssary challenges to seal mjection line relief
valves. Consequently, the piobability or consequences of any previousiv analyzed accident will
r.ot increase. Though these may be some cavitation, valve erodon will not occur. Therefore, .
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no accidents other than those previously analyzed are possible and the probability or
consequences of system malfunctions will not increase. Because the valves are non-safety

, ,

reiated, the margin of safety will not be affected. '!his change does not constitute an unreviewed
'

safety question.

OuttittRintlttit/MMUintlMI: LCN 5.4-91 / Figures 5.4-15a
9.2-2b

'

IhMriptkWU11nLIlmh.fnt_Qumge:

I Th'.s change added the reactor water cleanup pump skid mounted cooling water valves to the
aforementioned SAR figures. These valves were supplied with the pump slid but were not
previously depicted on the figures.

EWit!!taII.Sf.Su[dLIhalmilkm:
''

~

The pieviously analyzed plant operation and co", figuration are not changed. Providing this
additional detail on plant dmwings will reduce the possibility of operator error. Therefore, the

i pmbability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the SAR is not increased by
this chang. Additionally. no new acci&ut or possibility of an accident is created by this.

change, nor is there a reduction in the margin of safety as defined in the basis to any technical
specification. Therefore, this change does not create an unreviewed safetv question.

ClumedmnbrrLWAILSKlbu: LCN 6.2-46 /Pages 6.2 99
6.2-1003
6.2-103

-

6.2-109
6.2-111

-

6.2-123
- / Figure 7.3-22

9
1 lhMI)p110R3Ddll nlS_for_.Qumgeti

$
a This change revised the hydrogen alarm set point and concurrent hydrogen control equipment

manual initiation to be the minimum detectable hydrogen cor. centration from the current set point
of 3.5 % (vol). This change was made in accordance with the guidance provided in NRC

]
Replatory Guide 1.7 and NUREG-0737.

-__

Eummatutt.EnfttLEntimation:

[ 'Ib hydrogen analyzers only provide information to the control room operators and cause no
automatic actions. This change allows hydrogen control equipment actuation sooner than_
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assumed in the design basis LOCA analysis thereby reducing the consequences of any previously
analyzed accident. The margin of safety is not decreased. The probability or consequences of
system malfunctions is not increased. There' ore, this change does not constitute an unwviewed
safety question.

ChanteEltmlltrLWMurcilen: LCN 6.2 48 /Page 6.2-65

Dntr_inthMLMMlll nh_fELClumEtti

This change revised the 3AR to reflect that the shield b ilding equipment hatch is equipped with
a balanced magnetic switch and is alanned. This alann increased the security of this hatch and
eliminated the necessity for bl. hourly rnotor patrol inspection as previously stipulated in the
SAR.

SummiULULBtftlLDalERlkmt

This change revised the security description of the shield building equhunent hatch to reflect that
it has been equipped with an alann. Safety-related components, structures and features are not
comprumised by this change. The probability or consequences of system malfunctions is not
increased. The probability at consequences of any previously analyzed accident is not increased.
Because the security system and its source of power are not technical specificatien related, the
margin of safety is not decreased. Therefore, this change does not constitute an unn: viewed
safety question.

Clumat.Nmnher1UMIOhlian: LCN 7.1-9 /Page 7.1-16

Dntripilmuunlllads for ChRogt:

The reference and description of a test to verify that miays can provide separation of their
iedundant segments so they can perfonn their safety-related function in an intense fire was
deleted. The test involves generating a 10,000 BTU fire with a spike temperature of 6000C in
which each relay type is immersed.

SimunaryJJUaftlLEvaluation:

The testing was not pan of any safety evaluation or acciunt scenario in the SAR, nor is there
any regulatory requirement or basis for the testing. Therefore this change does not increase the
probability or the consequences of an accident }?reviously evaluated in the SAR. The potential
for a :'ew accident is not increased, as accidents resulting from fire and electrical separation have
already been addressed in conunitments to 10CFR50 Appendix R and RG 1.75. The worst case
consequence, component loss, is assumed under 10CFR50 Appendix R. Thus the probability
and consequences of a previously evaluated malfunction is not increased, nor is the probability

4
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of any new malfunction increased. There is 'n technical specincation regarding testing of relays
in the context of this change that would not already be addressed under conunitment. to
10CFR50 Appendix R and RG 1.75. There%ie lhe margin of safety is not af fened.
Consequently this change does not re;) resent an entesiewed saiety quotion.

ChiwatNumhnLUSAILSndon: LCN 7.185 ! Figures 7.3-12
7.3-20

Derdellmuuuuksh_forlhange:

This change modified the auxiliary building vacuum annunciator sepoint from -0.06 inches to
0.08 inches water gauge, revised the annunciator display to renect the new setpoint and added

'

a 60 seconct time delay to the annunciator to help climinate nuisance ala ms. In addition, this
change renected the revision of the annunciator displays for the contral room pressure and
auxiliary building vacuum to allow for better opemtor interpietation. In each instance, "diff
pressurc" was changed to read simply " pressure"

Summaty_3_8J1fi1Yltaluat10D:f

The auxiliary building pressure annunciator setpoint has been reduced to sllow the itann to
energi7e while vacuum is maintained. The control room and auxiliary building pressure
annunciator logos have been re-worded to clarify meaning. As these annunciators are not safety-
related, the probability at consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the SAR were aot
increased. This change was initiated to maintain technical specification irquirements by allowing
the auxiliary building alami to energize while the building is still in vacuum. The addition of
a 60 second time delay does not hamper the perfonnance of the vacuum annunciator bm merely
reduces the number of ermneous alarms. Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the ..

technical specincations was not reduced. Because no safety related structures orinstmmentation -

were impacted by this change, the probability or consequences of malfunctions of safety-related
components as previously analy7ed in the SAR are not increased. Hence, this change does not
constitute an unreviewed safety question.

ChfangtNumherLGAlUindnn: LCN 8.1-5 / Figures 8.1.6
9.3-Ic
9.3-7h

Detrip.1193UultLIbisis for change:

This change revised the maik number of several instnmients in the nonnal switchgear system,
the reactor water cleanup system, and the instrument air system to ensure that they are uniquely
and properly identined.

5
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SamnutrroLSafttrJhnluation: |

There is no change in the configuration or operation of the plant. This change only revises mask
numbers on cei1ain instnnnents. Therefore, the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evahiated in the S AR is not increased. Additionally, the possibility of a new accident
is not created, nor is the margin of safety as defined in any technical specification reduced.
Therefore, this change does not involve an unreviewed safety question.

.

Q110gtEltmherflLSAILStillun: IfN 8.2-3 /Page 8.2-16

Durh!!1mumABMlSitr.fluwge:
-

This change revised the stated frequency of aerial surveys of transmission lines to allow
sufficient time for field correction cf any observed discrepancies before subsequent Hights.
These surveys will continue on a periodic basis.

SununarL9LSahlL}hahtallnu:

The transmission towers are not safety related Wuctures. Reduced frequency of aerial survey
of these towers does not affect the reliability of offsite powei to PilS. Therefore, no accidents '

other than those previously analped are possible and the probability or consequences of system
malrunctions was not increated. The technical specifications does not address the insr.ection of
transmission towers. IIence, the margin of safety was not reduced. This change does not |,
constitute an umeviewed safety question.

,

|
|

DangtEtIniherLUSAILStstitm: LCN 9.1-29 / Tables 9.1-01
9.1-02
9.1-08

Iksrintimundfasl331r_Clums

This change allowed stonige of fuel handling equipment in an atea not previously evaluated for
such stomge. Control nvi blade guides are to be hung on blade guide racks in the upper fuel
transfer pool and the dryer storage pool. Racks,9 feet in length, have been fabricated to hang>

the blade guides frorn the edge of the pools.

SummatLnLSatt1LFalualhm:

This condition was heated as a potential load drop. Storage of the blade guides and meks dcas
not increase the probability of damage to the pool liner as their calculated impact force is less
than that which has already been evaluated in the S AR. Additionally, the blade guidcs and racks

4 cannot directly impact stored fuel and the consequences of potential secondary impact on stored

b
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fuel is bounded by the design basis fuel handling accident. Therefore, no accidents o'her than
those previously analyacd are possible and the probability or consequences of system
malfunctions is not increated. The technical specifbations restrict loads in excess of 1200
lounds frwn travel over the fuel pool. The blade guides and racks are wdl within this titrit.
llence, the margin of safety is not reduced. Therefore, this change does not constitute an
unreviewed safety question.

ClsortlhimhtrIUliMUintkm: LCN 9.2-127 /Page 9.2-2
/ Figures 9.2-la

9.2-3a

llerdpMon;msLlhn1Lfst_Chans

Permanent facil'.les for chlorination of the normal service water system (NSW; and the
circulstion water system (CWS) were added. The system automatically injects sodium
hypochloiite into the NSW where total residual chlorine (TRC) levels are maintained at 0.6
PPM. Sodium hypochlorite is manually injected into the CWS. A chlorine analyzer is used to
maintain TRC levels at 1.0 PPM during periods of chlorination.

SumtmtoaLSaft1LFaalmillan:

The hypochlorite injection system is a non-safety related system whose putpose is to
continuously chlorinate the normal service water system (NSW) and periodically the circulation
water system (CWS). It is not irquired for cafe shutdown of the plant and the modification does
not alter the original design intent of the system. Therciore, the probability and consequences
of an accident or malfunction are not increased. It does not inteiface with any safety systems
or functions. So the possibility of a new accident not previously evaluated is not created.

The hypochlosite system is outlined in Section 6.8 of the technical specifications (TS). This
modification will only enhnce the Biofouling Prevention and Detection Program. Thus the
safety margin of no TS is de" eased. Therefore, this does not represent an umeviewed safety
quesuon.

ChimacEumhtr]EBLWttion: LCN 9.2-172A / Figures 9.2-7d
9.3 la

Dmt!Pilna.anillhtShhtChans

An alternate source of tutbinc plant component cooling water (TPCCW) to oil caolers was
added. The line site of the pipe to and from the intercooler was changed from 3/4" to 1". The
attemate component cooling system (CCS) connection insul ed in a savings of 20 gpm, whicht

was diverted to the interroolers through the larger 1" line. This ehminates the overheating
problem daring summer months.

2
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! Sitmmary ofDftlthhmtion:

The TPCCW system is a non-safety related Catagory !! system. The change increased the flow
from 43 gpm to 120 rpm. This improves the compressor's perfonnance. The result is
mereawd reliability and availability. Therefore the consequences of a previously evaluated
accident or malfunction is not increased. The system does not interact with any safety related
equipment. The modification only improves perfonnance so the probability of a previously
evaluated malfunction or accident is not increased, nor is the possibility of a new accident or
malfunction created. There is no technical specification for the TPCCW system. The

modifications will not reduce any margin of safety. Therefore thk change is not an unreviewed
safety question.

_

OtangeEurnberflEML&itijm: LCN 9.2-173 / Figures 9.2-Ic
9.2-lf

DtKriplimumd Ihnh_fotXhange:

Unit cooler cooling coils, which initially had cepper tubes and carbon steel supply and return
headers, were replaced with new coils of copper tubes and copper supply and remrn headers.
The change added a reference note to the USAR figures, indicating that val es in3talled in
service water supply and return piping are to be used as a vent for the cooling coils that are
changed out. Additional removable inspection plates were added to improve access to the
headers without removing the coils. A note was added ta the USAR figure along with the
inspection plates, indicating them as such.

SwtunarLnLSafttL salwithm:E

The heat removal capabilities of the replacement coils exceed that of the original coils under the -

same air and water flow rates. Therefore the consequences and probability of eny accident
previously evaluated is not increased. No change in configuration is made on this system so no

-

new accidents or malfunctions are created, nor are the consequences of any p rviously evaluated
malfunction increased. The replacement coils are dimensionally identical to the original and

'

base the added ad,'antage of galvanic corrosion protection, better performance, and being
designed to the latest codes. Analysis of the forces and moments applied to the coils show that
no new configuration changes are needed and additional pipe suppons are unnecessary.
Therefore the probabiliiy of a previously evaluated malfunction is not increased. The operating
characteristics of the new coils are bounded by the calculations that suppo t 'RBS Technical
Specification 3/4.6.5 and 3/4.7.3. Therefore the margin of safety on any techn.ical specification
is not reduced. This change does not represent an unreviewed safety question.

S
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OtangdinnhtrLUSAllSMllnu: LCN 9.2-192 / Figure 9.2-1a

Derdpl199;uulliasiLf9LChaps

This modification removed the intemals from the sernce water turbine plant component cooling
water (TPCCW) heat exchanger outlet valves, ISWP-Vl4, ISWP-V15 and ISWP-V16.

SatmtDarLoLSaftiLlhaltlall_0D:

The TPCCW system is a non-safety related system and is not required for the safe shutdown of
the plant, nor is it required to mitigate the consequences of an accident. Therefore, neither the
consequences nor the probability of any evaluated accident or malfunction is increased. The
check valves are not needed to prevent system backflow because the design of the service water -

system allows flow in only one direction. The system does not intemet with any safety related
equipment so the possibility of a new accident or malfunction is not created. The TPCCW is
not defined in any technical specification and does not reduce the margin of safety for any
technical specification. These check valves were provided to prevent the draining of TPCCW
heat exchanger following an interruption of flow to the heat exchanger. Administrative controls
ensure the heat exchanger is filled and vented before placing it back into service.

Gumidumber/USAR Secting: LCN 9.2-193A / Figure 9.2-le
9.2-lf

.

Ik$rripilu!.umdllinh.fE Chaog

This change added manual isolation valves on the supply and return service water lines to and
from the skid mounted heat exchangers for the penetration valves leahage control system
(PVLCS) compressors. This will facilitate pipe replacement and future maieenance. 4

Samunar10f_.SAh1Elkalnallen:

The addition of the subject isolation valves has no impact on the service water system or PVLCS
as the valves are manual and do not alter the existing instrumentation and controls. The weight
increase due to these valves has been evaluated and found to be acceptable. In iddition, the
existing routing and the flow rate requirement for the system is unchanged. Therefore, this
change does not increase the probability of or the consequences of a previously evaluated event.
Nor will it create the potential for the occurrence of any event not previously evaluated. This
change has no averse adverse impact on the system's capability or reliability and hence, does
not citate an unreviewed safety question.

|
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GiangdutuberNS3R3cC119n: LCN 9.3168 / Figure 9.3-3c

lhMrhtth!13tnillia$hfutCitnoge:

This change revised the affected turbine plant sampling system ligure to depict the skid mounted
evaporator, pump, reservoir and connecting valves not previously depicted in detail. This
addhionalinfonnation is intended to help reduce the probability of mispositioned or misoperated
equipment.

SunumirL9f_StifLLiinihullinn:

This change has no effect on plant operution or physical configuration. However, the probabbity
of operator error may be reduced by the additional infonnation made available by the subject -

change. The probability or consequences of system malfunctions is not increased by this change.
Ilecause no plant hardware changes have been made, the probability or consequences of any
previously analyzed accident is not increased. The margin of safety as defined in the technical
specification bases is not decreased. Therefore, this change does not constitute an unreviewed
safety question.

CiniDad31tul trLMAllSittion: LLN 9.3-169 / Figures 9.3-3bl

9.3-3f

Ilchtrintl01umd iblib_f9LQutore:

This change revised the affected turbine plant sampling system figures to depict the skid mounted
evaporators, pumps, reservoirs and connecting valves not previously depicted in detail. This
additionalinfonnation is intended to help reduce the probability of mispositioned or misoperated w

equipment.

Sttttumiry oLSalkty.EvnimtlinD:

This change has r o effect on plant operation or physical configuration. However, the probability
of operator error may be reduced by the additional infonnation made available by the subject
change. The probability or consequences of system malfunctions is not increased by this change.
Because no plant hardware changes have been made, the probability or consequences of any
previousto analpd accident is not increased. The margin of safety as defined in the technical
specification bas i. is not decreased. Therefore, this change does not constitute an unreviewed
safet ! question.

(

10 '
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ChimetNiimberLUSAR_ Settler 1: LCN 4 3-170 / Figure 9.3-4a

lhsdotloit_amtlbtslifor_Gmuge:

This change revised the affected reactor plant supling system figure to depict the skid mounted
evaporator, pump, reservoir and connecting valves not previously depicted in detail. This
additional infonnation is intended to help reduce the probability of mispositioned or misoperated
equipment.

Simmlarr.9f_SilfttdluthlDil20:
,

Y'This change has no effect on plant operation or physical configuration. Ilowever, the probability
of openitor error may be reduced by the additional infonnation made available by the mulject -

change. The probability or consequences of system m tifunc 9 ens is not increased by this change.
Because no plant hantware changes have been nu.de, trie prabability or consequences of any
previously analyzed accident is not increased. The taaritin of ufety as defined in the technical
speci0 cation bases is not decreased. Therefore, this change does not constitute an unreviewed
safety question.

Gumge NUmberLUSAILSn1bm: LeN 9.5-71 /Page 9.5-7
9.5-8

lhMripl!9n_1wulmisfntlhimge-

This change revised the SAR to reneet the establishment of a method to doenment and retrieve
evaluations of the adequacy of Giu barriers that are not scaled Hoor-to-ceiling or wall-to wall. .

These evaluations are made to detennine if the Gre boundaries will withstand the Orc luuards -

associated with the area.

SMEmlitry of_S.tikinlinthittlinn:

Evaluations to assess the adequacy of fire boundaries to detennine if the boundaries will
withstand tha fire harards associated with the panicular fire area are acceptable as discussed in
NRC HTP APCSB 9.5-1, Appendix A, Section D.l.j. This change does not increase the
probability of or the consequences of a pirviously evaluated event. Nor will it create the
potential for the occurrence of any event not previously evaluated. This change has no adverse
impact on the capability or ieliability of any system required to safely shut down the plant, an-
hence, does not create an unreviewed safety question.

H

:
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ChugtSumhetLUSAILStrikm: LCN 9.5-73 / Figure 9.5-le

DtssdathuutmulasitfatXhtmar:

This change revises the pressure indicator designation for sprinkler system AS-5 to reHect the
configuration of the pressure indicators as installed in the plant. The correct designations are
as follows:

PI590 Registering Sprinkler System Pressure
PI$91 Registering System Supply Pressure

Orientation and/or labelling of the pressure indicators has no impact on sprinkler system
operation. '

Summary _9flDftty_Entlnthm:

This change does not increase the probability of or the consequences of a previously evaluated
event. Nor will it create the potential for the occurrence of any event not previously evaluated.
The ability of the suppression system to perSnn as desciibed in the SAR is unaffected. This
change does not reduce the fuel building h.; suppression system's capability or reliability and
hence, does not create an unreviewed safety question.

Chugthumigr/USAIUiertion: LCN 9A.2-16 /Page 9A.2-13

D.tfittinthuuuhtllasts fetfhmig
.

This change revised the SAR to reference documented acceptability evaluations of NFPA code
13 deviations m automatic sprinklers protecting the caule trays in the auxiliary building.

Sunmulr1 of Safti.dialmtlinu:

This change does not reduce the ability of the fire suppression system to perfonn as described
in the SAR, The probability or consequences of any previously evaluated event was not
increased by this change. This change was made in compliance with branch technical position
(BTP) criteria and does not create the possibility of any accident other than those previously
evaluated in the SAR. Because the technical specifications were not affected by this change, the
margin of safety as defined therein was not decreased. Therefore, this change does not
constitute an unreviewed . safety question.

| 11
!
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ObmathwhherIUSAhtthm: LCN 9A.2-17 / Figure 9A.2-13

nosrhrhunsLBuithtfJtuxe:'

This change removed th portion of the suliject SAR figure that depicts the floor plan of the
warehouse building.

SBma1Rty.nLS#ft|LFAithmthn:

The warehouse portion of the aJministri.flon complex does not contain safety-related equipment
or equipment capable of releasing radiontivity into the atmosphere. Theefore, the probability
or consequences of any previously avahtated accident were not increased by this change. The
margir of safety as defined la the to:hnical specifications remains unchanged, Hence, this
change does not constitute an tutreviewed safety question.

G19ngn.Em11 erLUS%Sittinn: LCN 10.4-29 /Page 10,4 7b
/ Figure 11.3 2c

Hmr.tintimum1LEnitfor.fhnm

This change revised the SAR to reficct that the steam jet air ejector (SJAE) snction valve control
switches have been replaced wiih manual control stations. These control stations allow
intermediate valve positioning to gradually increase offgas system flow, so equipment can
ol'erate as desigiel Originally, the SJAE suction viilves, controlling the st.ction path from the

L mrtin condenser to the offgas system, had only open/close cperation

SEDmRU 0LSERIX3Rhtada:

| Regniating Dow rates of the offgas system during staitt.p allows the offgas inoistu:e removal
! - equipment to perform as designed, minimizing the possibility of wetting chaucal absorber beds.

The system functiou has not changed nor has equipment important to safety been affected.
Therefore, the piebataility of occurrence or accident consequences are imt inemased. 'Because
the response of the vahes te low steam flow conditions has por changed, the evaluated

| nialfunctions am not affected. No different type of accident or mallunction is created. The
system purpose auc function has not changed, thus technical specification basis to maintain dose

'' 5

from gaseous effluents "as low as :casombly achievable" is not affected. System reliability and
i operability may increase by minimizing large flow transients.
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/ Figures 10.4-3b
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Permanent facliitics for chlorination of the Normal Semice Water Systru. (NSW) were added.
The system maintr. ins total residual chlorine (TRC) levels at 0.6 PPA!,

Summtiry eLSahit.fsJmt11an:

The hypochk rite injection system is a nw - fety related system whose purpose is to
continuously chlorinate the Monnal S n:i- water System (NSW) and periodically the
Circulatlor Wate: Sve (CWS). P is not required for safe shutdown of the plant and the
modification does not aner the original design intent of thu systein. Therefom, the pmbability

i and cotisequences of an accident 7r malfunction am not increased. It does not interface with any

L safety systems or functions. So the possibility of a new accident not previously evaluated is not
I _creattd;
1
|

l The hypochlorite system is outiined in Section 6.8 of the Technical Specifications (TS). This
modificat;on will only enhance the Biofouling Pmvention and Detection Program. Thus the
safety margin of no TS is decreased. Themfore, this does not sepresent an unreviewed safety
question.

Change Number /13iMLSwilan: LCN 10.4-107 /Figu:e 10.4-7b
'

_

MSIintjon anil11 asis for Change:
This change was made to identify valves on the reactor feed pump speed increaser oil gauge.
These valves were provided valve numbers to improve identification in the event that they

; _ require maintenance or trplacement. Also the working configwion of the level indicator was
| depicted to add additional detail to the drawing.

.

51tnamiry nf_SILftbla.!nalisn:
|

The identiGeation of these valves has no impact on any component or system mquired to support
any safety-related system. The resultant pbnt configuration is the same es that ana?yzed in the

j SAR. This change was made to increase the detail on plant drawings to help minimize operator
error. Th.rfore; the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated are not

| increased by this change. The changes made do not affect the system opention as evaluated in
;< any analysis, theivfore, margin of safety of any safety-related system stmeture or component is
L 'not reduced. There are no technical specificatioos impacted by this change and as such, no
L . margin of safety is reduced. Therefoir, this change does not constitute an unreviewed safety

' question.
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Cb.ugdpmber/USNLdtfil0D: LCN 11.3-4b / Figure 11.3-2a

Dmdallo;Uttid_ Basis for Change:

- This modification installed a bypass line on the pretreatment sample panel for the ofi-gas
radiation monitoring and sampling subsystem. The bypass line with isolation valves is added
for purging of the sample lines prior to putting equipment into service. This will allow moisture
to be blown out of the sample lines without wetting the panel equipment. During plant stan-up
conditions, water accumulated in the sample lines to the off gas hydiogen analyzers and had the
potential for damaging the associated instrumentation. This modification will reduce the
potential for this damage to occur.

!!wnmarv oLSgety Evalitatign:'

The pmbability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or an equipment malfunction
previously evaluated in the SAR have not beers created. The probability and conseqaences of
an off-gas release er combustion is not increased since the bypass lines will discharge to the
condenser and all moving parts (valves) are spark free. The possibility of an accident or

_ equipment malfunction different than those previously evaluated in the SAR has not been
created. No new accidents can be postulated as the only affect of this modification is to improve
the operation and reliability of the pretreatment sample panel and hydrogen analyzers. Leakage

- and exposure are minimiaed by cdding quick connections for helium mass spectrometer leak
detection. The margin of safety as defined in the basis to any technical specification has not
been reduced. The reliability of the off-gas system is improved by the change due to the
increased efficiency, reliability, and performance of the hydrogen analyzers. Therefore it 'nas
been concluded that this modification does not constitute an unreviewed safety question.

Clumidmn!1er]J2iAR Section: LCN 11.3 8 / Figure 1L3 2b

Distripflorand Ihis for Gilege: '

Tids change added new hygrometer probes upstream of the offgas system charcoal adsorbers.'

This modification was made to relocate the sensing point for dewpoint measuremeni of the offgas
effluent. This allows monitoring of humidity levels when the charcoal absorber beds are
bypassed as well as when they are on line. Additionally the existing hygrometer probes were
left in place as spares and tagged accordingly, as usable,

Summary of SafetyJvaluation:

. 'Ihis modification proudes an enhancement of the offgas system by providing a means of
accumte dew point measurement of process effluent during all modes of operation. This system i

is not t. s&fety-related system and this modification has no impact on any system required for
safe shutdown of the plant. The location of dew point measurement can have no effect on the )
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probability or consequences of a postulated or an unpostulated occurrence. This change actually '

will enhance operator awareness of system conditions and prevent detrimental effects of humidity
on chaccoal bed performance and prevent potential freezing of the system charcoal due to
refrigeration of the beds combined with excessive moisture during o}smtion. Therefore the
probability of a malfunction of a safety-related svstem or structtue is not increased by this
change. The technical specifications do not specily where humidity is measured in the system
and as such no margin of safety is reduced. Therefore, this change does not create an

.
unreviewed safety question.

Chann.Nuntitet/JJSM[Section: LCN 17.2-30 /Page 17.2-46,47

Dntdntimumd Itasis for C1tange:

This change provided a clarification for procurement of safety-related items, materials and
services from suppliers and other licensees which are not on the Gulf States Utilities Qualified

,

Suppliers List (QSL). This change is consistent with Regulatory Guides 1.123, Rev.1; 1.28,
! Rev. 2; and 1.33, Rev. 2, All applicable ANSI standards endorsed by relevant quality assurance
|' pmcedures remain effective.

!
' Sitmmary of Sat [ctyJaninalkm:

The method and extent of quality assumace provided in procurement activities and receipt
inspection have not been impacted, therefore the probability of an accident previously evaluated
in the SAR is not increased. This change to the requirements for procurement of items has been
reviewed and determined to not constitute a reduction in the quality assurance commitments
previously defined in the SAR and as such does not increase the consequences of any previously
evaluated accident. This revision to the procurement procedures with mspect to acquisition of
items from non-QSL vendors meets all requirements of the regulatory guidance set forth to
ensure that the quality of procured materials confor.os to that set fonb in the procurement

- documents, therefore the probability of a malfunction or the consequences of a nulfunction of
a system or component is not increased by this change. There is no reduction to any basis to
the technical specification. Therefore, this change hr.s been determined to not create an
unreviewed safety question,

b This change was reviewed per 10CFR 50.54(a) and it was concluded that this change does not
reduce any commitments associated with the quality assurance program.
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